run, is given by Dr. J. Arnold Rockwell '98 of Cambridge. Dr. Rockwell, who as the chairman of the Advisory Council and Institute Medical Adviser is well known to all followers of athletics at the Institute, also held the record in his event, his time being 53.1-5 seconds. Last year's cup was won by T. H. Guething in 50.4-5 seconds, which is also the Tech record made by Capt. Guething the year previous.

Mr. John L. Batchelder, Jr., of the Class of 1899 and former holder of the half mile record of 2 minutes, 12.1-5 seconds, is the donor of the cup given to the winner of the mile run. Last year's cup was won by C. T. Guething in 4 minutes, 42 seconds. The present holder of the Tech record for the mile, of 4 minutes, 27 seconds, is Normal '15, Grennan, captain of last year's Track Team.

The Relay Cup is a new departure this year, and if the expected happens it will grace the trophy case in its permanent place. The Relay Cup, which is awarded to the victor of the mile Relay, will be at the Spring Meet this year to see its cups contested for, and to hold the watch on the winners.

For first place in every event the $40 award, and the winners of each of these events and crowns for those with crowns are received, give an At L. A. medal of story variation in the number of seconds and thirds are to receive their class numerals and in addition second place black and red and third place silks badges of white are awarded.

The Relay Cup is a new departure this year, and if the expected happens it will grace the trophy case in the Union with a new record engraved upon its surface.

OFFICERS ELECTED

Editor of Technique 1914. He is taking Course One, and is a member of the Civil Engineering Society, and was Baseball Manager in his freshman year.

"Chollie" Fiske is a member of Delta Tau Delta and Osiris. His activities have been Stage Manager of the Glee Club (2), Tech Show (3), Manager of Tug-of-War (1), T. C. A. Cabinet (4), and Manager of Baseball (1, 2, 3), and the Technique Club (1). He is the donor of the trophy "Chollie" Fiske. His activities have been Tech Show (1); Tech Show Cast (2), Tug-of-War (1), Manager of Baseball (1, 2, 3), and the Technique Club (1). He is the donor of the trophy "Chollie" Fiske. His activities have been Tech Show (1); Tech Show Cast (2), Tug-of-War (1), Manager of Baseball (1, 2, 3), and the Technique Club (1). He is the donor of the trophy "Chollie" Fiske. His activities have been Tech Show (1); Tech Show Cast (2), Tug-of-War (1), Manager of Baseball (1, 2, 3), and the Technique Club (1). He is the donor of the trophy "Chollie" Fiske. His activities have been Tech Show (1); Tech Show Cast (2), Tug-of-War (1), Manager of Baseball (1, 2, 3), and the Technique Club (1). He is the donor of the trophy "Chollie" Fiske. His activities have been Tech Show (1); Tech Show Cast (2), Tug-of-War (1), Manager of Baseball (1, 2, 3), and the Technique Club (1). He is the donor of the trophy "Chollie" Fiske.